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content delivery network

Achieving distribution
efficiency for your end-users
in the following scenarios:

1. 
Video on demand through  
pseudo-streaming (H.264/FLV)

2. 
HTTP Live streaming (HLS)  
for events, radio, and TV

3.
Active distribution of large  
files using push technology

4.
Dynamic website acceleration 
using pull technology

combining a state-of-the-art network1 with cutting-edge technology, our cdn 
guarantees fast delivery of rich, engaging websites and optimizes the way web-
based applications interact with the internet—reducing latency and  
accelerating response time.

The next-generation CDN
we built our content delivery network using the latest web technologies. it fea-
tures innovative techniques, such as adaptive video streaming and media optimi-
zation, and utilizes ultramodern SuperPoPs in conjunction with a state-of-the-art 
network to deliver an unrivalled performance compared to any legacy cdn.

Ultramodern SuperPoPs
our strategically placed SuperPoPs, located in Amsterdam, Frankfurt, San Francis-
co, Singapore, and washington d.c., feature high-performance, high-endurance 
enterprise SSds. this lets them dynamically cache high-quality videos and large 
files. While each one of these super-powered points of presence currently offers 
over 100 Gbps of bandwidth capacity.

Benefits
• extremely fast connectivity (faster sites increase revenue)
• Highly secure (protection from ddoS attacks)
• Better Seo (speed is now a ranking factor)
• SuperPoPs increase caching power and reduce latencies
• real-time insight into audience metrics and behavior
• Easy system integration via first-class citizen API
• Simple, user-friendly control panel 
• instantaneous content purging 
• Fully redundant, fast and scalable infrastructure
• 100% solid-state drive (SSd) storage
• 100% uptime guarantee SlA

Designed to accelerate your business
Our next-generation CDN is perfect for any businesses that 
require massive bandwidth to reliably deliver large files and 
software applications, stream live feeds, or set up video on 
demand.

1This network is owned and operated by FiberRing B.V. FiberRing is a sister company of LeaseWeb, which 
together with DataXenter and EvoSwitch constitute the OCOM Group. Please visit the legal section of the 
LeaseWeb website for more detailed information.



 Live streaming for events,  
 radio, and TV 

Ultra-high bandwidth capabilities  
deliver superb quality with Hd  
picture and sound.

 •  Dynamic traffic bursting: absorbs any 
effects relating to any unexpected 
spikes in traffic

 •  Adaptive bitrate streaming: for mobile 
devices such as iPhone, iPad, and 
Android

 •  Geo-blocking: prevent or allow visitor 
access in particular countries or 
regions

 Dynamic website  
 acceleration

eliminate inherent internet  
delays and latencies through  
website acceleration to enhance 
end-user satisfaction.

 •  SSD driven platform: amplifies  
performance and ensures fast  
content delivery

 •  Edge optimization: state-of-the-art 
technology, offering very low latency

 •  Origin protection: prevents congestion 
and overloads on localized server 
locations

Video on demand  
(VoD) libraries
end-to-end streaming services  
reduce buffering and delays,  
increasing quality and availability.

 •  Progressive downloading: jump  
to different parts of the video via 
pseudo-seeking

 •  Fully redundant infrastructure: ensures 
increased availability and survivability 
from potential security threats

 •  Secure content protection: deliver 
content securely via an encrypted 
SSl channel

Large files /  
software distribution 
improve the performance of web 
applications, file distribution and 
downloading.

 •  SSL secure delivery: delivers pro- 
tected content and mitigates internet 
security risks, including hot linking

 •  Intelligent routing: via geo-dnS,  
which ensures the optimum internet 
pathway for content delivery

 •  Robust security services: automatically 
detects security threats on the net-
work, including sophisticated ddoS 
attacks

10,938,783,000,       objects served by the network 998
000

300 million users 

FeAtUreS
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network 
 
LeaseWeb utilizes a state-of-the-art network1 to 
provide you with unsurpassed global connectivity  
and massive bandwidth capacity.
Spanning multiple data centers in europe and the U.S., the network features a 
unique connectivity mix between privately peered connections and bulk arrange-
ments with global transit providers, including all the main internet exchanges 
and iSPs. this design guarantees high performance between servers and offers 
protection against unexpected surges in traffic, like flash crowds.

The infrastructure of this network is diversified, hierarchical, highly scalable, 
and completely redundant. it utilizes two redundant core routers, housed in sepa-
rate geographic locations, to connect all data centers to the internet. this highly 
available system provides customers with superior performance, while being able 
to bypass any fault tolerances or failures.

the network capacity, coupled with an extensive array of advanced data 
centers, tier 1 transit providers, and internet exchanges, allow us to reliably 
distribute high-volume content to anywhere in the world faster than any of 
our competitors.

Benefits:
• 4.0 tbps bandwidth capacity
• 99.9999% core uptime
• redundant core routing (powered  

by cisco and Juniper)
• Multiple 10Ge and 100Ge transit  

and peering uplinks
• 33 iXs and 52 PoPs worldwide
• Full iPv6 gateway with native  

connectivity

Locations:
Amsterdam, Atlanta, Bratislava,
Brussels, Bucharest, Budapest,
Chicago, Copenhagen, Dallas,
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Kiev, London,
Los Angeles, Luxembourg, Madrid,
Miami, Milan, New York, Oslo,
Palo Alto, Paris, Prague, San Jose,
Singapore, Stockholm, Toronto,
Vienna, Warsaw, Washington D.C.,
Zurich

10/100 GE

4.0 Tbps  
network capacity

40 Points of Presence in Europe

1 Point of Presence in Asia

11 Points of Presence in USA

Multiple transit & peering uplinks 
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1This network is owned and operated by FiberRing B.V. FiberRing is a sister company of LeaseWeb, which 
together with DataXenter and EvoSwitch constitute the OCOM Group. Please visit the legal section of the 
LeaseWeb website for more detailed information.
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Video formats

H.264
F4VWebM

FLV

Zone-based
content management

PuLL Zone TecHnoLogy
A pull zone proxies content  
from your origin server to the
LeaseWeb CDN servers. This 
method of content distribution  
is designed to accelerate small,
frequently accessed static files
such as images, CSS, JavaScript,
and similar content.

As pull zones are easy to set up,
they are an ideal solution for
users seeking a speed increase  
in their website performance.

PuSH Zone TecHnoLogy
A push zone accepts user  
uploads via FTP and SFTP.  
It actively distributes these files 
to edge nodes. Push zones are 
used for distributing large files.  
Common examples include
video files (FLV, H.264, WebM)  
or content such as software
downloads, ZIP archives,  
executables, images, or PDFs.

Video files on push zones
support pseudo-streaming,  
which allows users to skip 
forward in a video even when 
buffering is incomplete.

feature set supported standards

Pseudo-streaming Support for Flv /F4v/H.264/webM video,  
with support for skipping, byte-indexes via HttP Get 
parameters through any pseudo-streaming capable 
player (implementation according to rFc2616 section 
14.35.1.), as well as HttP live streaming.

content expiration Expiration of content on a per-file or per-CNAME  
basis, either via HTTP headers or a default configura-
tion via the APi.

Url tag validation Generation of a unique hashed Url to prevent Url 
sharing or deeplinking. Protected Urls can have a 
per-URL expiration and are generated offline.

HttP referral restrictions restricts content requests to direct links from  
specific domains in order to prevent deep-linking,  
or content re-use, on different sites.

Basic authentication Support for username/password protected zones  
(implementation according to rFc2617 section 3.2).

custom error page 
handling

customization for HttP errors 400, 401, 403, 404, 
500. these custom pages can be dynamic, and Get 
parameters can be passed  to the error page.

Bandwidth throttling control download speed of content to the  browser 
by setting a maximum bit rate for all connections 
within the same ruleset. 

HttPS access Serve protected content using secure sub-domains 
with wildcard SSL certificates (no certificate purchase 
required).

easy push access FTP and FTPS support to push files to our servers.

APi control reStful APi, responses can be in XMl or JSon.

Instant purge of single files Purges are sent immediately to all edge nodes  
and executed instantly.

wildcard purge requests larger amounts of content can quickly be purged  
using wildcard purge requests.
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1. Pay-as-you-go
  This option charges the minimum amount with a flexible capacity of up to  

250 TB per month. The minimum monthly fee includes 1 TB of data traffic,  
2 GB of storage, up to 20 million of HttP calls or up to 2 million of HttPS  
calls, and up to 2000 APi requests.

2. Enterprise
   This option enables you to build your solution based on TB capacity, data–traffic 

usage, or bandwidth capability. we can provide you with high volumes that few 
companies can serve.

Need more? Get a custom quote
contact us directly at cdn@leaseweb.com for a personalized quote.  
our dedicated team of cdn professionals will provide you with  
a solution that completely suits your needs.

We offer two billing options that include a robust 
array of features.

PricinG 

NL +31 20 316 2880
US +1 571 814 3777
DE +49 69 2475 2860

www.leaseweb.com
info@leaseweb.com
sales@leaseweb.com 
support@leaseweb.com 


